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Bluetooth® Mesh ADK 3.1.4.0 
October 13, 2021 

Bluetooth mesh is a new topology available for Bluetooth Low Energy (LE) devices 
that enables many-to-many (m:m) communication. It’s optimized for creating large-
scale device networks, and is ideally suited for building automation, sensor networks, 
and asset tracking. Our software and SDK for Bluetooth development supports Blue-
tooth Mesh and Bluetooth 5 functionality. Developers can add mesh networking com-
munication to LE devices such as connected lights, home automation, and asset track-
ing systems. The software also supports Bluetooth beaconing, beacon scanning, and 
GATT connections so Bluetooth mesh can connect to smart phones, tablets, and other 
Bluetooth LE devices.  

These release notes cover ADK version(s): 
 
3.1.4.0 released on October 13, 2021 
3.1.3.0 released on September 24, 2021 (underlying Bluetooth changes only) 
3.1.2.0 released on September 8, 2021 
3.1.1.0 released on July 21, 2021 
3.1.0.0 released on June 16, 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Compatibility and Use Notices 
 
Use the ADK version with the corresponding version of the Bluetooth Mesh SDK, for example use ADK version 3.1.0.0 with SDK version 
2.1.0.0. 

 
  

 

KEY FEATURES 

• Application min SDK version changed 
to Android 28 and iOS 12 

• Library min SDK version changed to 
Android 26 (no change to iOS) 

• IOP tests added 
• Simultaneous provisioning of multiple 

devices and simultaneous proxy ses-
sions 

• Performance and stability improve-
ments 
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1 Android 

1.1 New Items 
Added in release 3.1.0.0  

ID # Description 
3811 API: Simultaneous provisioning of multiple devices and simultaneous proxy sessions. 
4786 APP: Added IOP tests. 

 

1.2 Improvements 
Changed in release 3.1.2.0  

ID # Description 
5622 APP: Improved IOP tests success rate. 

Changed in release 3.1.0.0 

ID # Description 
3110 API: Changed stack storage to use SQL. 
3965 API APP: Change required min SDK version for APP to 28 and for API 26. 
4073 API: Added more convenient public API for using OOB authentication data. 
4892 API: Make ProxyConnection more user-friendly, return success callback on:  

- connectToProxy() when the connection is already established  
- disconnect() when the connection is already disconnected 

 

1.3 Fixed Issues 
Fixed in release 3.1.2.0  

ID # Description 
3072 API: Fixed error 12 when unbinding a net key from a node. 
2592 APP: Fixed issue related to group and functionality selection. 
3876 APP: Fixed wrong error message in Regulator Accuracy (Light LC Server). 

Fixed in release 3.1.1.0  

ID # Description 
5241 APP: Fix random crashes in IOP tests. 

Fixed in release 3.1.0.0  

ID # Description 
4173 APP: Fix crash when sending dot to LC Property State. 
4845 APP: Fix collecting logs in the release version. 
4865 API: Fixed crash when ProxyControl.allow called without any active Proxy Connection. 
4933 API: Fixed a crash in ProxyControl when node identity is disabled. 
4941 API: Fixed keep proxy connection if there is no configuration task. 
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ID # Description 
5041 APP: Remove node information from local storage (MeshNodeManager and the functionalities database) when removing a 

node from mesh 
5081 API: Fixed a small memory leak when sending GATT data. 

 

1.4 Known Issues in the Current Release 
Issues in bold were added since the previous release.  

ID # Description Workaround 
2573 API: Missing mesh proxy service.  
3034 APP: Android App keeps the network key after force-removing.  
3171 APP: Provision button may not work when scanning. Stop scanning. 
5770 API: Infinite loop of writing to the characteristic.  

1.5 Deprecated Items 
ID # Description Reason 
5251 API: SubscriptionSettings (Node node) constructor. Should not be possible according to the 

specification. 
5251 API: SubscriptionSettings(byte[] virtualAddress) constructor. Should not be possible according to the 

specification. 

 

1.6 Removed Items 
None 
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2 iOS 

2.1 New Items 
Added in release 3.1.2.0  

ID # Description 
4943 API: SBMProvisionerParameters initWithAddress:attentionTimer: initializer. 

 

Added in release 3.1.0.0  

ID # Description 
4785 APP: Interoperability (IOP) tests –requires nodes with a specific setup to run. 
3810 API: Simultaneous provisioning of multiple devices and simultaneous proxy sessions. 

 

2.2 Improvements 
Changed in release 3.1.0.0 

ID # Description 
3901 APP: Change application target version to iOS 12. Library target version is not changed. 
4763 API: Changed database to use CoreData. 
4937 API: Added support for multiple active proxy sessions. 
5002 API: If device is already connected, calling connect will result in immediate success. If device is already disconnected, 

calling disconnect will result in immediate success. 
 

2.3 Fixed Issues 
Fixed in release 3.1.4.0 

ID # Description 
3807 APP: Fix displaying of wrong devices in groups with the same name. 
3972 API: Fix error 3073, when an already bound appKey was binding again to local model. 
4724 API: Improve memory management. 

Fixed in release 3.1.2.0 

ID # Description 
5695 API: Fixed memory leaks on import/export operations. 

Fixed in release 3.1.1.0 

ID # Description 
4805 API: Fix issue with handling of vendor model messages passed via group address. 

Fixed in release 3.1.0.0 

ID # Description 
5194 API: Fix group control not working after migration from ADK 2.5.4 to ADK 3.0.x. 
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2.4 Known Issues in the Current Release 
Issues in bold were added since the previous release.  

ID # Description Workaround 
1792 API: Handle notifications sent by sensor model.  
2469 API: isSecuredNetworkBeacon in SBMNodeSecurity is not updated.  
2357 APP: Can’t delete the node after factory reset.  
2635 API: Provisioning fails and affects next attempts.  
5469 APP: Rarely a node gets provisioned but it is not responsive 

afterwards. 
App reinstall 

5810 APP: Invalid background colour on iOS15.  

2.5 Deprecated Items 
Deprecated in release 3.1.2.0 

ID # Description Reason 
4943 API: SBMProvisionerParameters elements property. No usage. 
4943 API: SBMProvisionerParameters 

initWithAddress:elements:attentionTimer: initializer. 
SBMProvisionerParameters elements property 
deprecation. 

5252 API: SBMSubscriptionSettings initWithNode: initializer. Should not be possible according to the 
specification. 

5252 API: SBMSubscriptionSettings initWithVirtualAddress: initializer. Should not be possible according to the 
specification. 

2.6 Removed Items 
None 
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3 Using This Release 

3.1 Installation and Use 
See AN1200.1: Bluetooth® Mesh 2.x for iOS and Android ADK for information about required tools and compatible platforms.  

3.2 Support 
Development Kit customers are eligible for training and technical support. You can use the Silicon Labs Bluetooth LE web page to obtain 
information about all Silicon Labs Bluetooth products and services, and to sign up for product support. 

Contact Silicon Laboratories support at http://www.silabs.com/support. 

 

https://www.silabs.com/products/development-tools/software/bluetooth-low-energy
http://www.silabs.com/support


Silicon Laboratories Inc.
400 West Cesar Chavez
Austin, TX 78701
USA

www.silabs.com

IoT Portfolio
www.silabs.com/IoT

SW/HW
www.silabs.com/simplicity

Quality
www.silabs.com/quality

Support & Community
www.silabs.com/community

Simplicity Studio
One-click access to MCU and wireless 
tools, documentation, software, 
source code libraries & more. Available 
for Windows, Mac and Linux!

Disclaimer
Silicon Labs intends to provide customers with the latest, accurate, and in-depth documentation of all peripherals and modules available for system and software imple-
menters using or intending to use the Silicon Labs products. Characterization data, available modules and peripherals, memory sizes and memory addresses refer to each 
specific device, and “Typical” parameters provided can and do vary in different applications. Application examples described herein are for illustrative purposes only. Silicon 
Labs reserves the right to make changes without further notice to the product information, specifications, and descriptions herein, and does not give warranties as to the 
accuracy or completeness of the included information. Without prior notification, Silicon Labs may update product firmware during the manufacturing process for security or 
reliability reasons. Such changes will not alter the specifications or the performance of the product. Silicon Labs shall have no liability for the consequences of use of the infor-
mation supplied in this document. This document does not imply or expressly grant any license to design or fabricate any integrated circuits. The products are not designed or 
authorized to be used within any FDA Class III devices, applications for which FDA premarket approval is required or Life Support Systems without the specific written consent 
of Silicon Labs. A “Life Support System” is any product or system intended to support or sustain life and/or health, which, if it fails, can be reasonably expected to result in 
significant personal injury or death. Silicon Labs products are not designed or authorized for military applications. Silicon Labs products shall under no circumstances be used 
in weapons of mass destruction including (but not limited to) nuclear, biological or chemical weapons, or missiles capable of delivering such weapons. Silicon Labs disclaims 
all express and implied warranties and shall not be responsible or liable for any injuries or damages related to use of a Silicon Labs product in such unauthorized applications.  
Note: This content may contain offensive terminology that is now obsolete. Silicon Labs is replacing these terms with inclusive language wherever possible. For more 
information, visit  www.silabs.com/about-us/inclusive-lexicon-project

Trademark Information
Silicon Laboratories Inc.®, Silicon Laboratories®, Silicon Labs®, SiLabs® and the Silicon Labs logo®, Bluegiga®, Bluegiga Logo®, EFM®, EFM32®, EFR, Ember®, Energy Micro, Energy 
Micro logo and combinations thereof, “the world’s most energy friendly microcontrollers”, Redpine Signals®, WiSeConnect , n-Link, ThreadArch®, EZLink®, EZRadio®, EZRadioPRO®, 
Gecko®, Gecko OS, Gecko OS Studio, Precision32®, Simplicity Studio®, Telegesis, the Telegesis Logo®, USBXpress® , Zentri, the Zentri logo and Zentri DMS, Z-Wave®, and others 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of Silicon Labs. ARM, CORTEX, Cortex-M3 and THUMB are trademarks or registered trademarks of ARM Holdings. Keil is a registered 
trademark of ARM Limited. Wi-Fi is a registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance. All other products or brand names mentioned herein are trademarks of their respective holders.
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